Grandma’s Visit

My grandma is coming to visit my parents and me for the first time in a very long time. We have a lot to do to prepare for her stay! Mom made me a long list of things to do. I’m glad I have four days to get ready!

My list of things to do:

1. Pull weeds in the garden. (The hardest part of weeding is that I don’t always know the difference between a flower and a weed!)

2. Help Mom repair the hand railing by the stairs. (It became loose from my sliding down it so many times!)

3. Carry the boxes of old toys from the guest room into the basement. (We are going to have a garage sale to get rid of all the extra stuff we have lying around. We are waiting for the weather to get warmer.)

4. Wash the car. (I wrote my name in the dirt on the back of the car. Dad was not happy.)

5. Go with Dad to the barbershop to get a haircut. (I’m the one who needs the haircut—Dad doesn’t have any hair left!)

6. Go with Mom to buy some new patio chairs. (It would be terrible if one of our old rusty chairs broke while Grandma was sitting on it!)

7. Buy Grandma’s favorite foods at the market. (She likes strange things like marshmallow cookies and sardine pizza!)

Whew! Just reading the list makes me tired. I think I’ll go take a nap before I start working on it!